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INTRODUcTION

Scientific archeology is more than half a century old in the lower
Sacramento-SanJoaquin Valley, and a large number of sites have been
excavated. Except for a compendium of brief site summariespublished
more than.three decadesago Lillard, Heizer, and Fenenga 1939, how
ever, relatively little of the recovered information has found its way
into print. In addition, most of the sites which have been excavated
- and virtually all of those on which reports have been published -

are major villages situated along the rivers which transect the area.
Consequentlysites of other types should retain considerable information
on local patterns of adaptation. This paper reports the excavation of
one such site, and relates the recoveredmaterial to the settlement
pattern of the lower SacramentoValley.

The Jonson site CA-Sac-65 is located within former Plains Miwok
territory in southwesternSacramentoCounty, 3 km south of Hood. It
lies about 2.5 km east of the SacramentoRiver, on the former shoreline
of South Stone Lake, at an elevation of 3 in above sea level. Excavation
took place in April and May, 1974 and revealed evidence of a limited
inventory of subsistanceand ritual activities.

ENVIRONMENT

The lower SacramentoValley is characterized by a Mediterranean climate
with hot, dry, rainless summers and cool, rainy winters. These climatic
conditions have not changedperceptibly since prehistoric times. The
biotic componentsof the environment, however, have been altered
dramatically in the last 125 years.

Native Conditions

The Jonson site is located in an area of low-lying alluvial lands.
Such lands were originally protected by natural levees of the Sacramento
River, which were effective in preventing flooding for much of the year,
but were often breachedor topped by winter floods. The site itself
is situated upon a natural knoll and immune to all but the highest
flood waters.

The local native vegetation can be segregated into three major
communities: freshwater marsh, riparian forest, and valley grassland
Fig. 2. These are associatedwith different soils and topographic
conditions, and support somewhat different faunas.
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Freshwatermarsh the tulares is aèsociatedin this area with low-lying
and poorly-drained soils, mostly of the Sacramentoseries Holmes et al
1915; Cosby 1941.. These lands are readily inundated and are intersected
by sloughs and lakes. The vegetation is dominated by reedy emergent
species, particularly tules, which in permanentlysubmergedor saturated
areas exist in almost pure stands that once extended for miles in all
directions Fig. 4a. More deeply submergedareas supported floating
aquatics or consisted f open water, while higher lands supported
swards of reedy or herbaceousspecieswhich trended into grasslands
MacDonald et al 1974.

The marsh community provided a number of resourcesutilized by the
native population. The most important of these were probably the fish
which abounded in the lakes and sloughs Schulz and Sirnons 1973 and
the seeds, shoots and bulbs of the dominant plants. Turtles and shell
fish were also collected; and beaver, waterfowl and marsh birds were
trapped and hunted. Elk, the largest game animals, were taken here
in drives and by single hunters.

Upon the higher natural levees - comprised of Columbia series soils
Holmes et al 1915 - and separating the marshlands from the major river
channels, were dense stands of riparian forest Fig. 4b. This community
was dominated by oaks, cottonwoods, willows, ash and a number of other
trees, with a thick understory of vines and shrubs Thompson 1961.
This was the most productive of native biotic communities, but the
extent of its utilization by the Miwok is unknown. Oaks were common
and acorn production exceptionally high, and - at least in higher
areaswith little undergrowth - acorns could be readily gathered
MacDonald, personal communication. Berries of various kinds were
abundant, but they were only seasonally available and not storable.
Game was confined largely to deer, cottontails, and occasional elk.
More important than the resourcesof the forest excepting acorns
were those of the river itself, and abundant ethnographic reports
testify to the importance of salmon and other anadromousfishes in
the native diet.

The valley grassland community existed on higher lands, composed
predominantly of Glann and San Joaquin barns, situated away from the
rivers and back of the marshlands Holmes et al 1915; Weir 1950. The
grasslandswere originally dominated by various perennial bunchgrasses
and annuals, sometimes interspersed with scattered oaks Berry 1972.
This community was important as a source of grass seedsand game
antelope, jackrabbits, quail. Elk were abundant, but more difficult
to take on the open plains than among the tules. Acorns were less
abundant than in more heavily wooded communities.

Native exploitation of these zones is assumedto have entailed seasonal
dispersal from a major winter village to smaller camps to harvest the
various resources. .

Less than 1 km west of the Jonsonsite is the Hollister mound Sac-21
Fig. 5a. Its size, wealth of faunal material, number of interments,
diverse assemblage,and well-developed-midden soil indicate that it
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served as a major village tribelet center for the western South Stone
Lake locality in late prehistoric times Lillard, Ileizer and Fenenga
1939:57-59; Schulz, unpublished data. The Jonsonsite was presumably
a satellite of Sac-21, but neither the seasonalchronology nor the
economics of such a relationship has been clarified.

Historic Conditions

Europeansfirst entered the area early in the nineteenth century, but
intrusions were strongly resisted by the local Miwok until the early
1830s, when their population was devastatedby malaria. Permanent
European settlements soon followed, and many of the Plains Miwok were
removed to Nissjon San Jose or New Helvetia. The remaining villages
were finally destroyed during the gold rush of 1849 Bennyhoff 1977.

Early Euroaniericanuse of the region extended principally to cattle
ranching and harvesting firewood in the riparian forests. Farming
beganwithin a few years along the river, but reclamation of the Stone
Lake Basin did not occur until 1906. In that year a railroad levee was
built across the center of the lake. The west half was drained and,
except for occasional winter flooding, has remained dry since.

Draining the lake and the surrounding marshlandsopened the way for
intensive agriculture. Cultivation has involved considerable leveling
over the years, but the site knoll has remained relatively intact.
During floods it served as a refuge for animals, and early residents
regularly hunted stranded rabbits there in winter.

For almost half of this century a house and outbuildings occupied the
site and an adjacent knoll to the south. This complex served chiefly
as a farm labor camp. During the 1940s the buildings were razed and
the mound dragged. From 1 to 2 feet of deposit is estimated to have
been removed during these operations E. Jonson, personal communication.

EXCAVATION PROCEDURES

The extent of the site was difficult to determine since on- and off-site
surface soils were not visibly different, but site area is estimated at
1650 m2, based primarily on artifact scatter. This area was first mapped
and gridded Into potential 150 by 150 cm units. Fifteen units were
randomly selected for initial testing. An additional 24 units were
arbitrarily selected to further expose features encounteredin the
randomunits, as well as to test areas not otherwise sampled; two shallow
trencheswere excavatedwith a backhoe for the same purpose Fig. 3, 4c.
Vertical control was maintained by arbitrary 10-cm levels, except where
stratigraphy was well defined. Maximum depth of the site was 80 cm,
although most units did not exceed30 cm in depth. Total excavated
volume was .32.6 in3, an estimated 5% of the deposit.

All excavatedmaterial was passedthrough 1/8-inch mesh screen. All bone,
shell, and cultural material was saved. Samples were also collected on
and off the site for soil analysis. -
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SOILS AND STRATIGRAPHY

Soils of the site and the underlying knoll were examined in the field
and samples were collected for chemical ‘and physical tests in the
laboratory. Determinations were made for color, pH, carbon, phorphorus,
nitrogen, lime, gravels and texture.

Stratigraphy

Stratigraphy at the Jonson site closely parallels that at other sites
in the region Ritter 1972; Schulz and Ritter 1976. Two major soil
horizons are evident, each in turn further subdivided terminology
follows U.S. Dept. Agriculture 1951. The Alp and A2 horizons contain
cultural material; the Bi and B2t horizons are culturally sterile Fig. 6.

The surface or Alp horizon is shallow ca 20 cm over much of the site
except where prehistoric subsurfaceexcavations occurred. It is massive
structureless, friable when moist and loose to slightly hard when dry.
Bioturbation and agricultural disturbance have causedsome mottling
with underlying horizons. A clear wavy to diffuse broken boundary
separatesthe Alp from the underlying Bi horizon in shallower areas
of the site.

In the deeper areas of the site the Alp horizon is similar to that
described above. It is separatedwith a wavy clear boundary at about
20 cm from the underlying slightly hard, massive A2 horizon which in
turn is separatedat about 30-40 cm by a wavy clear to gradual boundary
from the AB or transitional horizon, also massive and slightly hard in
dry consistency. All three of these horizons contain cultural materials
apparently mixed at least in part by bioturbation.

An irregular, diffuse boundary separatesthe AB from the B Bi or B2t
horizon. These underlying B horizons are slightly plastic when wet and
hard when dry. Structure is weak coarse angular blocky. The only cultural
materials present are those introduced by burrowing animals or in cultural
pits.

The stratigraphy is more complex and far less distinct where burials were
interred. Here the profile is complicated by burial-associated burning
and increasedmixing.

Vertical pH determinations within the cultural deposit range from a high
of 7.6 mildly alkaline to a low of 6.0 medium acid. Generally, pH
increaseswith depth within the midden and into the sterile subsurface.
The readings within the midden are higher than those of the surrounding
surface soils Table 1.

Higher subsurfacereadings throughout the mound reflect downward leaching
of metallic elements. Burning and refuse disposal on the site have provided
increased calcareousmaterials within the deposit, thus raising the pH.
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Readingswithin the midden do not vary enough to. indicate that more than
a single componentis present. Bioturbation, however, may have obscured
such evidence.

Carbon C and Nitrogen N

In archeological middex deposits there is a relatively rapid 1ossof
nitrogen by leaching and of carbon through oxidation, with a rapid
turnover of organic matter ef. Cook and Ileizer 1965:18. In general
those sites with either greater antiquity or less human activity over
time would be expected to have lower amounts of C and N than recent
or intensely occupied sites cf. Setzer 1947. Furthermore, surface
organic matter accumulation and simultaneous removal through leaching
will ordinarily establish relatively steep vertical concentration
gradients-for these elements.

Based on a few determinations from the site and the off-site swale area,
it appearsthat a generalized gradient is present for both C and N. Sharp
drops in readings are apparentbetweenthe midden and sterile subsurface
sediments Table 1. Readingsare higher for the area of cultural deposit
than for the surrounding mineral soil. Site readings most closely match
those from Sac-333 Ritter 1974:Table 1 where occupation was recent but
apparently not intense, as opposed to other sites with more intense use
over extended periods.

Phosjhorus P

Perhapsmore than any other element, P provides a dependable index of
the influences of man on the soil. P introduced from the activities
of men and animals is rapidly incorporated into the soil following
deposition and then participates in the normal cycle. It moves by
leaching relatively slowly in alkaline soils but fairly rapidly in
slightly acid soils, such as that at Sac-65 Sites of fairly recent
human occupation may nonethelessretain relatively high levels compared
with off-site areas. The present samples seem to point in this direction:
midden P readings contrast sharply with those obtained within the sterile
subsoil, indicating a dichotomy In soil formation processesand suggesting
that site occupation was relatively recent Table 1.

Texture

Surface textures of the site and immediate off-site swale area do not
differ significantly Table 1. While the off-site sample is slightly
finer textured, both can be classified as sandy clay barns. Subsurface
samples of midden and off-site soils are also similar. Sedimentsbeneath
the sudden and those from the off-site sample show clearly correlated
vertical fluctuations in sand and clay content - apparently an old fan
remnant with a well-developed soil.

Surface gravels demonstrateprobable periodic sheetwashwhich has left
the larger particles and artifacts behind on the knoll.
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FEATURES

The only discrete features encounteredwere occasional pits dug into
the sterile subsoil. These were poorly defined and none contained any
notable concentrations of artifacts or faunal or floral remains. One
example, located in Unit N16E5 and several adjoining units, was partic
ularly large Fig. 5c. Diameter was estimated at about 4un and maximum
depth was 80 cm below he modern surface. In size this resembleda
housepit, but no other distinctive characteristics were present.

BURIALS

Four human burials were encounteredat the Jonson site. In addition,
a small amount of human bone was scattered throughout the deposit. Of
the four burials, three were badly disturbed. At least two contained
grave goods, although neither grave lot could be consideredrich.

Burial 1, consisting of a dense concentration of badly fragmented bone,
was located at a depth of 50-65 cm in Unit N15E5. The bones were of
an adult, and many were burnt. Absenceof any concentration of ash
or charcoal indicates that this was a secondarypartial cremation.

Burial 2 - again a secondarypartial cremation - occurred at a depth
of 30-50 cm in Units N13E5 and N14E5. Like Burial 1, it was badly
disturbed, and no articulations were preserved. The grave pit - shared
with Burial 3 - was clearly discernible, filled with A horzon soil, and
intrusive into the sterile B horizon. The individual was an adult, but
sex and age were indeterminate. A burnt and broken steatite labret was
found in association.

Burial 3 was the only relatively intact interment encountered. It was
found at a depth of 51-75 cm, directly below Burial 2. The individual
was an adult female age 20-25 years, tightly flexed on-the right side,
oriented to the west 280° magnetic, and holding 2 charmstonesFig. 5d.
The teeth bore no trace of the abradedgrooves found among all the adult
interments at the nearby Stone Lake site Schulz n.d..

The temporal relationship of Burials 2 and 3 is not at all clear. The
exact superposition of the grave pits in a site in which interments are
not abundant and the fact that what remained of Burial 2 lay entirely
above Burial 3 suggest that the two are contemporaneous. This cannot
be demonstrated,however, and since the upper burial is disturbed either
could be considerably older than the other.

A bone collagen sample from Burial 3 yielded a radiocarbon age of about
AD 1420 530±160 BP, UCR-169. This would place it near the end of
Phase 1 of the central California Late period.

Burial 4, an adult interment - again so damagedthat neither position
nor sex could be ascertained - was recovered at a depth of about 50 cm
in Unit N15W12. A poorly defined grave pit, filled with A horizon deposit,
was intrusive into the B horizon. A Stockton serrated projectile point
may have been in association.
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FORMAL FLAKED STONE TOOLS

Although it contains a small assortment-of other artifacts, the Jonson
assemblageconsists primarily of flaked stone materials. These are
segregatedhere into formal tools, informal tools, and waste. Formal
tools are characterizedby the presenceof trimming; that is, flake
scars so invasive and extensive that it is difficult or impossible
to reconstruct the shape of the parent blank Nelson and Posnansk’
1970. Bifaces of several forms dominate the assemblage;gravers,
drills and spokeshavesoccur less frequently.

Desert Side-NotchedPoint Form 1

This category of tools consists of small triangular bifaces with concave,
notched, or V-shaped basesand bilateral notching high on the point
Fig. 7a. Serrations are not present. Tools of this description
were classified as Desert side-notchedprojectile points by Baumhoff
and Byrne 1959. The single Sac-65 specimen a basal fragment Is
assignable to their Delta subtype Table 2.

The cultural associations of this point type lie chiefly with Phase2
of the central California Late period although a small number of specimens
have been recovered from definite Phase 1 contexts. The Delta subtype
appears to predate A.D. 1300 in the western Great Basin Walter 1970
and may be nearly this old in central California.

Stockton SerratedPoints Form 2

These small tools are characterized by triangular blades, flat-to-rounded
bases, distinct basal elements, and especially by deep distinctive serra
tion on both cutting edges. They have been termed Stockton serrated points
by Johnson 1940. Large collections may be readily subtyped into stemmed
and corner-notchedvarieties Fredrickson 1968. Since only three specimens
were recovered from Sac-65 Table 2 this was not deemed-practical, but
both subtypes are represented. All three specimensretain patches of
cortex on one or both faces Fig. 7b-d.

Stockton Serrated points are found throughout the Late period in
central California. The poor workmanshipof the Sac-65 specimens,
however, is reminiscent of late Phase 1 or of Phase2 specimensfrom
Sac-29 W.H. Olsen, W.A. Pritchard, personal communications, CCo-30
Fredrickson 1968, and possibly Ala-329 Coberly 1973. Two of the
specimensare stemmedforms most characteristic of Phase 1 assemblages,
while the third has the rounded base more common in Phase2 Fredrickson
1968.

Expanding StemmedPoint Form 3

This category contains.a single small triangular bladed point with an
expanding stem Table 2. This form has been reported at Sac-29 by Olsen
1963:Type 2.
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The Sac-65 specimenis not finely made; it is somewhatasymmetrical,
shows irregular semiserration, and retains patches of cortex Fig. 7e.
Temporal affiliation is with the Late period, but cannot be more
specifically defined.

Corner-NotchedPoint Form 4

The lone fragment assignedto this form Is a small crudely made taol
with a rounded base and deeply notched corners, retaining much of the
surface of the original blank Fig. 7f. This technique of point manu
facture from small thin blanks using a minimum of flake removal seems
to be a common late prehistoric pattern and is also representedat
nearby Sac-145.

The broken edge of the Sac-65 tool was utilized after it had lost its
ability to function as a projectile point.

Broad Leaf-ShapedBifaces Form 5

Artifacts of this form are large leaf-shaped tools with convex sides
and rounded to bluntly pointed bases Fig. 7g-k. Ten specimenswere
recovered, all but one fragmentary Table 2.

Tools similar to these are found throughout the central California
culture sequence,and provide little in the way of temporal information.
However, the Sac-65 specimens lack the transfacial parallel flaking
common in Middle period tools of this type.

Gravers, Drills and Spokeshave

Gravers form an interesting part of the assemblage. Two are formed on
biface fragments, each having one lateral margin steeply trimmed, leaving
a graving point formed by that edge and the truncation Fig. 81. One
additional specimen is formed on a flake Fig. 8un and another on angular
waste Table 3.

Two drill fragments were recovered, one made on a thick blade, the other
reworked from a biface. Both have thick lenticular cross sections and
bear striations indicative of rotational usage.

A single biface base and shaft fragment is trimmed on a lateral margin,
forming a spokeshaveFig. 8n.

OTHER FLAKED STONE MATERIAL

It is noteworthy that formal tools described in the previous section,
which have been so strongly emphasizedin archeological research, comprise
less than 5% of the lithic inventory at Sac-65. Instead, debris accounts
for 90.6% of all flaked stone material. Informal tools account for 4.3%
and cores for less than 1% of the entire Industry Table 3.
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Flake Tools and Debris

A total of 967 pieces of flaked stone waste, excluding cores, was recovered
at Sac-65 Table 3. Art additional 41 pieces, excluding blanks, are
defined as tools on the basis of retouch or utilization.

Retouch is defined as the presenceof relatively small flake scars,
tending to be uninvasie, which have not greatly altered the orignal
shape of the specimen. Tools with edges systematically treated in this
matter are classified as scapers; the assemblagecontains 11 specimens
Fig. 8o. Casual retouch edges with sporadic retouch separatedby
minor edge damage or utilization is found on 11 flakes and pieces of
waste material Fig. 8p.

Utilization was more difficult to define than retouch, since much of
the debris had suffered minor edge damage. It is probable that much
of this damageoccurred after excavation, during transportation of the
flaked stone material in association with other large and heavy artifacts.
Utilization is, therefore, defined as continuous or sporadic edge damage
viewed on one or more edges with the presenceof at least three flake
scars. Such effects were encounteredon 19 flakes and pieces of angular
waste Fig. 8q-r.

One of the factors involved in selection of flakes for use was absolute
size representedby the maximum dimension of the flake. When the dis
tribution of the maximum dimension of unutilized as opposedto retouched,
casually retouched, and utilized flakes is plotted, the flakes selected
for use fall in the upper range and outside of the main distribution of
flakes Fig. 9. The probability that selection was a nonramdonprocess
is statistically significant P .001 by Chi square. It is also note
worthy that there is no significant difference in the size of end-struck
or side-struck flakes and that the tools are fairly evenly distributed
between these two types of flakes FIg. 9.

ReusedBiface Fragments

An interesting phenomenonis the presenceof casual retouch and utilization
on the truncated ends of leaf-shaped biface fragments. Of the 42 obsidian
fragments, 13 are casually retouched and 4 show signs of utilization.
Those that have been retouched show numerous combinations of edge and
facial flake removal. Of the shaft fragments, 2 were retouched on both
truncations and 4 were retouched on only one Fig. 7p. Several are
both casually retouched and utilized on the truncation.

Cores and Blanks

Along with the large collection of lithic debris are two cores and a
single blank Fig. 7s. The paucity of such material is typical of Late
period sites in the bower Central Valley Jackson and Schulz 1975.
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Raw Material

Raw materials include obsidian, a light green chert, quartzite, basalt,
and a small percentageof other materials, including a variety of silicates
Table 3. Obsidian is by far the most important material, accounting
for as much as 88% of the total assemblage,92% of the tools and 88% of
the waste. Source analysis of 17 obsidian specimensindicates thatq, they
are all derived from quarries at Napa Glass Mountain Jackson and Schulz
1975.

Although chert is a relatively minor material, accounting for only 5%
of the total assemblage,It accounts for 13% of the informal tools.
The rest of the materials provided only 5% of the total lithic assemblage
and only one toOl - a bif ace fragment of a siliceous material.

OTHER ARTIFACTS

Although the bulk of the assemblageexcluding baked clay detritus
consists of flaked stone, artifacts of other materials were found.

Labret

Associatedwith Burial 2 was a single burnt and fragmentary steatite
labret or earplug Fig. 8a. The face of the specimen is concave, with
a diameter of 28.5 mm. The object originally possesseda distinct stem,
although this has been broken off.

Ornamentsof this type were found in association with rectangular, split-
punchedand oval Olivella beads at Yol-13 W.H. Olsen, personal communication,
and with split-punched Olivella beads at Sac-43 Fenenga 1939a. This
would indicate presenceof the style in early Phase 1 of the Late period.
It is not known how late these ornamentswere worn, but a tentative
associationwith Desert Side-notchedpoints at Sac-29 Olsen 1963,
combined with the Sac-65 occurrence, suggests that they may have been
In use at least until the end of Phase 1.

Charnustones

Two plummet-shapedcharinstones,one of siltstone and the other of
cryptocrystalline quartz, were found with Burial Fig. 8b-c. The
former specimenretains a length of 123 mm and has a crudely etched
encircling groove near the upper end. The other is 128 mis long, but
is broken off at the neck; no groove Is evident. Neither appearsto
have been perforated.

These charmstonesare not of temporally diagnostic styles, although
the form of the quartz specimen is common in Late period Phase.1 grave
associations at CCo-138. In the small Phase2 deposit at Sol-3, 30
fragmentary charmstoneswere found which resemble the Sac-65 grooved
specimen. These:
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consist mainly of notched or incised ends of long spindle-
shapedpieces made from fine-grained sandstone,argillite,
and siltstone.. Many of the ends are battered and bear a
coating of asphaltum. The absence,of whole specimens,the
high frequency of notched or serrated ends, the presence
of asphaltum, and their battered ends raise a question of
function for these objects. It is possible that they served
as fish-line or nt sinkers. If the notches and asphaltunu
were for purposes of attaching a string and the string
should break while in use, the portions brought back to
the village would be these terinini which still were attached
to the line. In addition to serving a functional purpose
they could ‘still retain their charm potency as far as
fishing was concerned. To strengthenthe utilitarian
and non-esthetic function, it is significant none were
associatedwith burials Tregauza and Cook 1948:295.

Although the characteristics of the Sol-3 charmstoneassemblagesuggest
a utilitarian function, it is difficult to believe that fishing line or
dragnet weights, used over the soft-bottomed sboughsof the lower Central
Valley, would produce such consistent breakage. This pattern of damage
would be far more plausible among weights of casting or drop nets, or
of bolas. These would have been used over the same muddy bottoms but
the weights would occasionally have struck sharply against each other
- either during the cast or during escapeattempts of quarry such as
barge waterfowl.. The absenceof any other wealth or ritual objects
with Burial 3 at Sac-65 might suggest that the ‘‘charm potency’’ of
these stones was consideredminimal.

Antler Harpoon

The only antler artifact recovered was a fragment of a harpoon, found
at a depth of 20-30 cm in Unit N15E3. The fragment retained only two
barbs along one side of the shaft, but it appearssimilar to Late period
forms illustrated by Bennyhoff 1950. A few shapedpieces of bone were
recovered, but these were far too fragmentary for their original form or
function to be discernible.

Baked Clay Objects

Although the Jonsonsite yielded few purposefully shapedand smoothed
baked clay artifacts, clay debris was common and over 28 kg of this
material was recovered. The debris differed from the artifacts in its
unsinoothed,eroded, and more granular appearance. It is possible that
weights or boiling stones were commonly manufacturedat the site from
inferior clays, while a few more finished pieces were imported. The
latter group is representedby 14 fragments of various cobble-like
forms. In addition a complete baked clay ball, 70 mm in diameter and
weighing 223 gm, was recovered Fig. 8e.
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Other forms included a cylinder fragment diameter 14 mm and a small
spool-shapedobject diameter 21 mm; Fig. 8d similar to those reported
by 1-leizer 1937:’’Smoothed spool shape’’ and Olsen 1963:Type 1. The
original form and purposeof the cylinder is indeterminate; the spools
may have been used as slingstones Heizer 1937 or net weights.

The surface of one of the cobble-like fragmentsbore impressions Fig. 8f
derived from a coiled,basket M.A. Baumhoff, personal communication.

FAUNAL REMAINS

A total of 549 identifiable bone elements including nine fish scales
was recovered from the site, and these are assignedto 11 species of
fishes, 5-of reptiles, 6 of birds, and 14 of mammals Table 4. The
fauna contains several domestic species which were introduced in historic
times, as well as a number of snakes and small rodents which may be
equally recent. Most of the material, however, dates from the original
occupation. -

Due to its paucity and poor preservation, the material provides little
cultural or environmental information. The fish fauna closely parallels
that at Sac-145 Schulz and Simons 1973 and is indicative of marshy or
lacustrine conditions. Further indication of the exploitation of this
zone is provided by the remains of turtles, waterfowl, and possibly elk.
Of the species present, only the snow goose - a winter October-April
innnigrant - provides any indIcation of site seasonality. Becauseof
their eroded condition no attempt was made to use fish scale or bone
annuli for this purpose.

HISTORIC ARTIFACTS

The farm and farm labor camp which occupied the site during much of
the present century contributed a respectable supply of artifacts to
the shallower levels of the Sac-65 deposit. These bear no connection
to the Mlwok occupation, and no attempt will be made to deal with
them here.

CHRONOLOGY

Pedobogical observationsat Sac-65 suggestoccupation was neither
intense nor of long duration, and chemical tests indicate that it
occurred rather late in the prehistoric sequenceof central California.

Limited areas of more intense activities such as inhumation, storage,
and burning are indicated by deeper midden deposit, higher pH readings
and other chemical differences. Most of the site area, however, exhibits
only slight evidence of aboriginal activity. This is partially due to
the removal of cultural soils by sheetwashand agricultural activities.
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The midden exhibits no sharp stratigraphic breaks except where it
superimposeson the lower sterile sediments. While bioturbation and
recent disturbancesmay have obscured such differences, the most logical
assessmentof this site is that the deposit represents a single relatively
brief and recent occupation.

The time of occupation is more closely defined both by the characcr of
the assemblageand by .radiometric dating. Although the temporal positions
of most of the Sac-65 artifact forms are only roughly known, all may be
plausibly if not diagnostically assigned to the Late period. Most of
these forms are known primarily from Phase 1 contexts of this period.
Only three forms representedby one Form 1 and one Form 2 hifaces and
the grooved charmstone are more common in Phase2, and these are some
times found in Phase 1.

The evidence thus would seem to favor a short occupation centered late
in Phase 1. The radiocarbon date of 530±160 B.P. UCR-169 on bone
collagen from Burial 3 is fully compatible with this assumption.

DISCUSSION

The Jonson site collection is small, but it may provide important
information for the understandingof aboriginal settlement patterns
in this area of California. Except for the few burial associated
ceremonial or ornamental artifacts, all of the assemblageconsists
of task-associated implements. Also noteworthy is the fact that
the only procurementactivities hunting and fishing demonstrably
reflected in the assemblagewere male-dominatedactivities.
Butchering and hide preparation, two processing tasks represented,
were also within the male activity sphere Barrett and Gifford 1933:
248.

Evidence of women’s activities may be found in the bakedclay artifacts
and debris, and the presenceof women at the site is fully documented
by the sex of Burial 3. Also, although informal flaked stone tools
are frequently assumedto relate to male-dominated tasks, this is
often not the case. Flake tools, for example, were used by Miwok
women in basketry fiber preparatIon Barrett and Gif ford 1933:237.

It is noteworthy, however, that those tools most commonly associated
with women’s activities - grinding tools and bone awls - were absent
from the collection. The site presumablywould have provided an
excellent base from which to gather the seeds, bulbs, and shoots of
marsh plants. Such gathering activities, however, would have required
no imperishable tools, and it Is possible that any such plant products
harvested unlike grass seedsor acorns may have likewise been prepared
without stone grinding tools. The absenceof awls presumably indicates
that basket-weavingoccupied little of the time spent by women at the
site. And since virtually all Miwok women wove baskets - and devoted
considerableamounts of time to producing the variety of woven containers
and utensils necessaryfor both their everyday and ritual activities -

this in turn suggeststhey visited the site for only brief periods.

-13-



Becauseof the common California pattern of dispersal to seasonalcamps
for the performanceof important tasks, it is easy to assumethat exca
vation of such camps will provide clear evidence of specialized activity.
The present investigation has found this to be only partially true.
Judging from tool inventories and faunal remains, fishing and hunting
were undertakenfrom every site thus far investigated in the area, as
were at least a limited range of ceremonial activities, particularly
interment of the dead.. The primary differences thus far discerned
between sites lie in the abundanceof seed processing equipment and
in the number and wealth of burials.

This last point relates to an aspect of central California society which
has previously received little attention - the distribution of wealth
and relationship to settlement patterns. King 1974 has postulated
that in the San Francisco Bay Area wealthy families occupied small sites
overlooking the bay, while poorer members of the society inhabited the
larger shellmoundsalong the shore. In the lower SacramentoValley the
opposite may have been the case, with the rich settled permanentlyat
major villages while smaller camps scattered throughout a group’s
territory were utilized by its poorer members. The apparent poverty
of the Sac-65 burials as well as the complete absencefrom the midden
of wealth objects, in comparisonwith those from large Late period
sites such as Sac-21, Sac-60, and Sac-85 McKee 1933; Heizer 1934;
Fenenga 1939; Lillard, Heizer and Fenenga1939; Johnson 1974, is in
accord with this hypothesis. It is also supported by data from Sac-
145, which will he presentedelsewhere.

Thus, as expected, some differences are evident between the Jonson site
collection and those from major Late period villages in the area. If
these accurately reflect a persistent pattern, they may be considered
a key to important information on settlement, adaptation and social
structure in prehistoric central California.
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TABLE 1

CA-Sac-65 Soils Data

Texture Z Tare GMS
Unit Depth Horizon Color/Hue C% Pppm N% Lime Sand Silt Clay Gravel Soil Total

N15E5 40-50 B 1OYR 4-3 7.6
50-60 B " 3-4 7.6

N15W11 0-10 Alp 1OYR 4-3 6.0
10-20 Alp " 4-3 6.1 0.9690 19 - 60.4 21.8 17.8 16 1827 1843
20-30 B ‘‘ 4-3 6.8
30-40 B " 4-3 6.9 20
40-50 B " 4-4 7.0 22
50-60 B " 4-4 6.7 0.3977 17 0.0315 - 61.8 13.4 24.8 2207

N16E5 0-10 Alp 1OYR 3-3 6.5 1.2915 14 0.0826 - 63.0 18.0 19.0 12 1406 1418
10-20 Alp " 4-3 6.4
20-30 A2 " 4-3 6.7
30-40 Al ‘‘ 4-4 6.8
40-50 AB " 4-3 6.9
50-60 AB ‘‘ 4-4 7.1 0.7209 17 0.0476 - 63.0 18.2 18.8 8 2113 2121
60-70 B ‘‘ 4-4 7.1
70-80 B " 4-4 7.1
80-90 B " 4-4 7.5
90-100 B " 5-6 6.9

100-110 B " 5-6 6.8 0.2553 15 0.0224 - 57.0 12.0 31.0 843
110-120 B ‘‘ 5-6 6.9
120-130 B ‘‘ 5-8 7.5 0.1894 - - 62.0 9.2 28.8 771
130-140 B ‘‘ 5-6 7,2
140-150 B ‘‘ 5-6 7.5 -
150-160 B -‘‘ 5-6 7.0
160-170 B " 5-8 7.0
170-180 B ‘‘ 5-6 6.3 0.2300 0.0 0.0154 - 74.4 4.8 20.8 1084
180-190 B ‘‘ 5-6 6.8
190-200 B ‘‘ 5-8 7.0
200-210 B ‘‘ 5-6 6.7
210-220 B ‘‘ 5-6 6.9
220-230 B ‘‘ 5-6 6.9 0.1769 0.0 - 84.4 2.8 128 801
230-240 B ‘‘ 5-6 6.7
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Texture % Tare CMS
Unit Depth Horizon Color/Hue C% Pppm N% Lime Sand Silt Clay Gravel Soil Total

Off-site 0-10 IOYR 5-3 5.5 0.9720 1.5 - 54.8 24.4 20.8 1056
10-20 " 4-3 5.7
20-30 " 4-3 5.7
30-40 " 4-3 6.2
40-50 " 4-3 6.5 -
50-60 B " 4.3 6.7 0.3968 1.0 0.0658 - 54.8 24.2 21.0 858
60-70 B " 3.4 6.9 --

70-80 B " 4-3 7.0
80-90 B " 4.3 7.2
90-100 B ,, 44 75

100-110 B " 4-4 7.6 0.2473 0.0 0.0630 - 56.4 20.8 22.8 864
110-120 B ‘‘ 4-4 7.5
120-130 B " 4-4 7.7
130-140 B " 4-4 8.0
140-150 B " 4-4 8.2
150-160 B " 5-4 8.2 0.4847 0.0 0.0224 + 63.8 15.4 20.8 68 891 959
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TABLE 2

Cat.

- Stone Bifaces from CA-Sac-65

Form No. Provenience Lengtn

1 471 N15E2: 10-20

Width Thk. Wt. Mater1.!J. Notes

- 14.2 3.1 - Obsidian Base

2 435 N15W12/13:20-30 19 14.1 2.8 - Obsidian
487 N15E3: 0.10 - 11.3 3.4 - Obsidian
797 Surface 21 12.0 2.5 - Obsidian

3 517 - N15E4: 0-10 23.3 16.0 3.0 0.7 Obsidian

4 50 N19W5: 0-10 - - 6.5 - Obsidian Tip
57 N8W6: 0-10 - - 7.6 - Obsidian Shaft
75 S4W12: 0-10 - 34.8 7.2 - Chert Base
87 N6W2: 0-10 - 21.0 5.7 - Obsidian Tip

114 N16E5: 30-40 - - 6.1 - Obsidian Tip
115 N16E5: 30-40 - - - - Obsidian Base
451 N15W13: 0-10 - - 5.5 - Obsidian Base
592 N16E3: 0-10 - - 6.8 - Obsidian Tip
666 N16E6: 10-20 - 14.5 7.1 - Obsidian Base
697 N11E4: 0-10 - - 6.9 - Obsidian Shaft
796 Surface 45.9 18.3 8.4 6.9 Obsidian
798 Surface - - 6.7 - Obsidian Tip
800 Surface - - 6.4 - Obsidian Tip
824 Trench:25-30 - 21.3 6.9 - Obsidian Base
829 Surface - 5.6 - Obsidian Shaft
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TABLE 3

CA-Sac-65: Raw Material of Flake Stone Tools

Obsid Chert Qzite Basit Other, Total

FORMAL TOOLS

Bifaces: Small 5 - 5
Leaf-shaped 14 1 15
Untypable 25 - 25

Gravers: Flake - 1 1
Other 3 - 1

Drills 2 2

INFORMAL TOOLS

Scrapers: Flake 7 7
Angular Waste 4 4

Retouched: Flakes 6 1 7
Flake Fragments 1 - 1
Angular Waste 3 - 3

Utilized: Flakes 6 - 6
Flake Fragments4 2 6
Angular Waste 5 2 7
Blanks 1 - 1

84 6 1 93

WASTE

Flakes 391 19 - 5 2 417
Flake Frag. 161 6 - 4 1 172
Ang. Waste 297 24 21 12 24 378
Cores 1 ...L .......

- 2

850 50 21 21 27 969
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TABLE 4

Faunal Remainsat the 3onsonSite

pecies Common Name Elements Individuals

Acipenser ep. Sturgeon 54 1
Oncorhynchustshawytscha King Chinook Salmon 1 1
Catostomusoccidantalis SacramentoSucker 9 4
Mylopharodon conoce,haius Hardhead 2 1
Po&ouichtys ncrolenidotun Splittail 1 1
Orthodon niicroienidctus Sacramento Blackfish 5 1
Lavinia exilicaeida Hitch 12 7
PtychocheiiusJrandis Sacramento Squawfish 2 1
Cila crassicauda Thicktail Chub 23 14
Archoplite interruptua SacramentoPerch 240 10
Hyaterocarpus trskii Tule Perch 1 1

Clenunys marmorata Pond Turtle 12 1
Coluber cf. constrictor Racer 1 1
Laupropltis cf. getulus Common Kingsnake 7 1
Pituophi8 cf * uislanoleucus Gopher Snake 2 1
Thamnophi ap. Garter Snake 1 1

Chen hyperborea Snow Goose 1 1
Anas ap. "Mid-size" duck 9 3
Anas ap, Teal 5 1
Anas platyrynchos Mallard 3 2
Pulica americana coot 3 1

*Neleagris gallopavo Turkey 1 1

ylvilagus ap. Cottontail - 4 1
Lepus cf. californicus Jackrabbit 11 1
Spermophilu3 beecheyi Ground Squirrel 10 1
Thomomys bottae Botta Pocket Gopher 19 2
Peroinyscus sp. White-Footed Mouse 2 1
Microtus cf. californicus Field Mouse 85 10
Procyon lotor Raccoon 1 1
cf. Urocyon Fox 1 1
Canis ap. Dog or Coyote 3 1

*Pelis cf catus Domestic Cat 1 1
*Sus screfa Pig 4 1
Odocoileus hemionus Mule Deer 14 1
Cervus elaphus Elk 3 1

* sp. Cow 4 1

*Historicafly introduced species.
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CA-Sac-65
Excavation Unit

Approximate
- _- Extent of Sit.

9
Sc.I. I, M.t...

C,nfo. I.t.r.aI 20 CM
Datum C, 3.5.i. above Sea LeveL

FIGURE 3



FIGURE 4

a Marsh vegetation at Snodgrass Slough, west of the Jonson site.
Tules in the foreground.

b Riparian vegetation along drainage channels south of Stone Lake.

c Backboe trench excavation at Sac-65.

d Completed excavation units at Sac-65.
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FIGURE 5

a View to the northwest from Sac-65. - liollister mound lies beneath
the power tower in backgrouid.

b Rand excavationat Sac-65.

c Outline of large it feature in ccnter of site.

d Burials 2 and 3.
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FIGURE 4
CASac-65 SOIL PROFILES

Alp

A2

0 30

cm

S1W6 NORTH WALL

Krotovina

‘0 Baked Clay



b Form 2

c Form 2

d Form 2

e Form 3

f Porm.4

g Form 5

h Form 5

i Form 5

j FormS

k Form 5

1 Graver

10-20 cm.

20-30 cm.
S

FIGURE 7

Chipped StoneArtifacts from

a Form 1 projectile point

Sac-65 Actual Size

022-44-471. Unit N15E2:

projectile point 022-44-435. N15W12/13:

projectile point 022-44-797. Surface.

projectile point 022-44-487. N1SE3: 0-10 cm.

projectile point 022-44-517. N15E4: 0-10 cm.

projectile point 022-44-831. Surface.

biface 022-44-87. N6W2: 0-10 cm.

biface 022-44-751. N20E5: 0.10 cm.

biface 022-44-796. Surface.

biface 022-44-798. Surface.

biface 022-44-824. Trench A.

formed on biface fragment 022-44-322. N13E5: 10-20 cm.

in Graver formed on flake 022-44-100. S3W8: 0-10 cm.

11 Spokeshave formed on biface fragment 022-44-262. N11W15: 30-40 cm.

o End scraper 022-44-835. NI1W14: 20-30 cm.

p Casual retouch on biface fragment 022-44-19. N18W13: 0-10 cm.

q Utilized flake 022-44-600A. N16E3: 10-20 cm.

r Dorsally retouched and ventrally utilized flake 022-44-323A.
N13E5: 10-20 cm.

a Blank, bifacially retouched 022-44-493. N.5E3: 10-20 cm.
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FIGURE 8

Ground Stone and Baked Clay Artifacts from Sac-65

a Steatite labret O2244783.; Burial 2.

1 Siltstone charmatone022-44-787. Burial 3.

c Ouartz charmstone 022-44-792. Burial 3.

d Baked clay spool 022-44-261. N11W15: 20-30 cm.

e Baked clay ball 022.44.522. N15E4: 20-30 cm.

f Baked clay ball fragment with basket impressions 022-44-710.
N17E5: 0-10 cm.
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